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CS 395/495CS 395/495--26: Spring  200226: Spring  2002

IBMR: Week 2 BIBMR: Week 2 B
22--D Projective GeometryD Projective Geometry

Jack TumblinJack Tumblin
jet@cs.northwestern.edujet@cs.northwestern.edu

Useful 3D Graphics IdeasUseful 3D Graphics Ideas

An ‘Ideal Point’ An ‘Ideal Point’ 
(0,0,0) at(0,0,0) at
CCenter enter oof f PProjectionrojection

x x 
y  =y  =
1 1 

1  0  31  0  3
0  1  50  1  5
0  0  10  0  1

x+3 x+3 
y+5y+5
1 1 

‘Central Image ‘Central Image 
Plane’ (x,y,1)Plane’ (x,y,1)

xx33

xx22

xx22

x x 
y  =y  =
z z 

1  0  31  0  3
0  1  50  1  5
0  0  10  0  1

x+z x+z 
y+zy+z
z z 

•• EveryEvery xyxy point describes a point describes a 3D ray 3D ray in in (x(x11,x,x22,x,x33))
•• ‘Phantom’ dimension x‘Phantom’ dimension x3 3 is the ‘zis the ‘z--buffer’ valuebuffer’ value
•• HomogeneousHomogeneous coordscoords allows translation matrix:allows translation matrix:

•• ((BUTBUT a 3x3 transform in a 3x3 transform in RR33

Euclidean Space (x,y,z) Euclidean Space (x,y,z) 
can’t translatecan’t translate——only rotate,scale, skew!)only rotate,scale, skew!)

RayRay

x’x’

Apply the Apply the 
3x3 matrix  3x3 matrix  HH

HxHx = x’  = x’  

Projective Transform Projective Transform HH

xx33

xx22

xx22

xx

yy

x’x’

y’y’

(x,y)(x,y) xx

(x’,y’)(x’,y’)

HomogHomog.. coordscoords
x’ =x’ = [x’,y’,1][x’,y’,1]TT

2D image 2D image (x’,y’)(x’,y’)

2D image 2D image (x,y)(x,y)

HomogHomog.. coords coords 
[x,y,1][x,y,1]TT = x = x 
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Projective Transform: Projective Transform: Hx Hx = x’= x’

xx11
xx22
xx33

hh11 11 hh1212 hh1313
hh2121 hh2222 hh2121
hh3131 hh32 32 hh3333

= = 
x’x’11
x’x’22
x’x’33

Finding H from point pairs Finding H from point pairs (correspondences)(correspondences)

x’ =         =x’ =         =

y’ =     y’ =     ==

= = 
xx
yy
1  1  

Input (or output) Input (or output) 
image is on image is on 
central planecentral plane

xx11
xx22
xx33

hh21 21 x + hx + h22 22 y + hy + h2121
hh31 31 x + hx + h32 32 y + hy + h3333

x’x’11

x’x’33

x’x’22

x’x’33

Write RWrite R22 expressions;expressions;

hh11 11 x + hx + h12 12 y + hy + h1313
hh31 31 x + hx + h32 32 y + hy + h3333

x’ (hx’ (h31 31 x + hx + h32 32 y + hy + h3333) = (h) = (h11 11 x + hx + h12 12 y + hy + h1313))
y’ (hy’ (h31 31 x + hx + h32 32 y + hy + h3333) = (h) = (h11 11 x + hx + h12 12 y + hy + h1313))

Rearrange, solve as Rearrange, solve as 
a matrix problem…a matrix problem…

Projective Transform: Projective Transform: Hx Hx = x’= x’

xx11
xx22
xx33

hh11 11 hh1212 hh1313
hh2121 hh2222 hh2121
hh3131 hh32 32 hh3333

= = 
x’x’11
x’x’22
x’x’33

Finding H from point pairs Finding H from point pairs (correspondences)(correspondences)

x’ =         =x’ =         =

y’ =     y’ =     ==

= = 
xx
yy
1  1  

Input (or output) Input (or output) 
image is on image is on 
central planecentral plane

xx11
xx22
xx33

hh21 21 x + hx + h22 22 y + hy + h2121
hh31 31 x + hx + h32 32 y + hy + h3333

x’x’11

x’x’33

x’x’22

x’x’33

Write RWrite R22 expressions;expressions;

hh11 11 x + hx + h12 12 y + hy + h1313
hh31 31 x + hx + h32 32 y + hy + h3333

x’ (hx’ (h31 31 x + hx + h32 32 y + hy + h3333) = (h) = (h11 11 x + hx + h12 12 y + hy + h1313))
y’ (hy’ (h31 31 x + hx + h32 32 y + hy + h3333) = (h) = (h11 11 x + hx + h12 12 y + hy + h1313))

Rearrange, solve as Rearrange, solve as 
a matrix problem…a matrix problem…

But don’t do thisBut don’t do this——you’ll you’ll 
get better results using lget better results using l∞∞
or conics methods…or conics methods…

Projective Transform: Projective Transform: HH
•• Can also transform Lines: Can also transform Lines: 

–– Recall point Recall point xx is on line is on line ll iff iff xxTTll =0 = =0 = 
–– Lines transform ‘Lines transform ‘covariantly’ covariantly’ 

(points: ‘(points: ‘contravariantly’contravariantly’: x’ = : x’ = HxHx))

l’ = Hl’ = H--T T ll
•• And transform Conics:And transform Conics:

–– Recall point Recall point xx is on a conic curve defined by is on a conic curve defined by CC
iff iff xxTTCx Cx = 0= 0

C’ = HC’ = H--T T C HC H--11

xx11 xx22 xx33 aa
bb
cc
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Projective Transform: HProjective Transform: H
•• Comp. Graphics ‘View interpolation’ notionComp. Graphics ‘View interpolation’ notion

–– Fixed, rigid 2D viewing point, viewing planeFixed, rigid 2D viewing point, viewing plane
–– Rigid 2D world plane positioned in 3D (Rigid 2D world plane positioned in 3D (xx11 xx22 xx33))
–– only 6 DOFonly 6 DOF: world plane rotate & position.: world plane rotate & position.

•• Comp. Vision ‘Projective Transform’ notionComp. Vision ‘Projective Transform’ notion
–– Fixed, rigid 2D viewing point, viewing planeFixed, rigid 2D viewing point, viewing plane
–– ‘Stretchy’ 2D world plane: allow ‘Stretchy’ 2D world plane: allow affine affine changeschanges
–– result: (up to) result: (up to) 8 DOF8 DOF

The bits and pieces of The bits and pieces of HH
HH has 8 independent variables (DOF)has 8 independent variables (DOF)
•• Computer Graphics method (3x3 matrix):Computer Graphics method (3x3 matrix):

2D Translation2D Translation(t(txx, t, tyy))
3D Scale         3D Scale         ((ssxx,,ssyy,,sszz))
3D Rotation    3D Rotation    ((θθxx,,θθyy,,θθzz))

•• Computer Vision method(2D projective):Computer Vision method(2D projective):
IsometryIsometry----3DOF(2D translate 3DOF(2D translate ttxx,t,tyy; 2Drotate ; 2Drotate θθzz; ); )
SimilaritySimilarity----4DOF (add uniform scale 4DOF (add uniform scale s;s;))
AffineAffine ----6DOF (add 6DOF (add orientableorientable scale scale ssθθ,/s, s,/s, sθ⊥θ⊥ /s/s))
ProjectiveProjective----8DOF (changes 8DOF (changes xx33; 3D; 3D--rotationrotation--like)like)

The bits and pieces of The bits and pieces of HH
HH has 8 independent variables (DOF)has 8 independent variables (DOF)
•• Computer Graphics method (3x3 matrix):Computer Graphics method (3x3 matrix):

2D Translation2D Translation(t(txx, t, tyy))
3D Scale         3D Scale         ((ssxx,,ssyy,,sszz))
3D Rotation    3D Rotation    ((θθxx,,θθyy,,θθzz))

•• Computer Vision method(2D projective):Computer Vision method(2D projective):
IsometryIsometry----3DOF(2D translate 3DOF(2D translate ttxx,t,tyy; 2Drotate ; 2Drotate θθzz; ); )
SimilaritySimilarity----4DOF (add uniform scale 4DOF (add uniform scale s;s;))
AffineAffine ----6DOF (add 6DOF (add orientableorientable scale scale ssθθ,/s, s,/s, sθ⊥θ⊥ /s/s))
ProjectiveProjective----8DOF (changes 8DOF (changes xx33; 3D; 3D--rotationrotation--like)like)

Affects only x1,x2Affects only x1,x2
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The bits and pieces of The bits and pieces of HH
HH has 8 independent variables (DOF)has 8 independent variables (DOF)
•• Decomposable into 3 useful parts: Decomposable into 3 useful parts: (pg 22)(pg 22)

H = HH = HSS HHA A HHP  P  ==

•• Similarity Similarity HHSS: : 
•• 2D translate, rotate, uniform scale only (4DOF)2D translate, rotate, uniform scale only (4DOF)

•• AffineAffine HHAA: : 
•• nonnon--uniform scale (2DOF)uniform scale (2DOF)

•• Similarity Similarity HHPP::
•• Projective coupling for xProjective coupling for x3 3 (2DOF)(2DOF)

ssRR tt

00TT 11

II 00

vvTT vv

KK 00

00TT 11

••

••

••

••••

••

••

••

••

••

••

••

•••• ••

HH has 8 independent variables (DOF)has 8 independent variables (DOF)
•• Decomposable into 3 useful parts: Decomposable into 3 useful parts: (pg 22)(pg 22)

H = HH = HSS HHA A HHP  P  ==

•• Similarity Similarity HHSS: : 
•• 2D translate, rotate, uniform scale only (4DOF)2D translate, rotate, uniform scale only (4DOF)

•• AffineAffine HHAA: : 
•• nonnon--uniform scale (2DOF)uniform scale (2DOF)

•• Similarity Similarity HHPP::
•• Projective coupling for xProjective coupling for x3 3 (2DOF)(2DOF)

The bits and pieces of The bits and pieces of HH

s s εε coscosθθ --s sins sinθθ ttxx
s s εε sinsinθθ s s coscosθθ ttyy

0           0            10           0            1

1     01     0 00
0     1 0     1 00
vv11 vv22 vvSS

k1   k3k1   k3 00
k2   k3k2   k3 00
0      00      0 11

11--D Projective GeometryD Projective Geometry
(?Why? we use it later)(?Why? we use it later)
•• A ‘side’ view of 2D projective geometryA ‘side’ view of 2D projective geometry
•• Convert Convert RR11 scalar scalar bb to a 2to a 2--vector      invector      in PP11

•• As with As with PP22, we can transform points: , we can transform points: 
–– ((use various use various HH2x2 2x2 ’s to change white lines below)’s to change white lines below)

b b 
11

HH2a2a

HH2b2b
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11--D Projective GeometryD Projective Geometry
What is invariant here?What is invariant here?

all the positions, lengths and ratios change with all the positions, lengths and ratios change with 
each transform…each transform…

Answer: Answer: ‘Cross Ratio’‘Cross Ratio’: cross(a,b,c,d): cross(a,b,c,d)
•• let a=     , b=    …let a=     , b=    …

•• THEN:THEN:
•• cross = cross = ||abab||||cdcd||

|ac|||ac||bdbd|| aa bb cc dd

aa11
aa22

bb11
bb22 a’a’

c’c’ d’d’
b’b’

Image Rectifying: Undo parts of HImage Rectifying: Undo parts of H

x’ = H xx’ = H x where  where  H = HH = HS S HHA A HHPP

GOAL: GOAL: Put world plane x’ into view planePut world plane x’ into view plane
–– AffineAffine Rect.;Rect.; (find only (find only HHPP (2DOF)); (2DOF)); 
–– Similarity Rect.;Similarity Rect.; (find only (find only HHA A HHP P (6DOF));(6DOF));
–– Full Rect.;Full Rect.; (find all of (find all of HH (8DOF));(8DOF));

METHODS:METHODS: (mix & match?)(mix & match?)
1.1. Full: 4Full: 4--point correspondence point correspondence 
2.2. ‘Vanishing Point’, Infinity line methods‘Vanishing Point’, Infinity line methods
3.3. Conics and circular pointsConics and circular points

Image Rectifying: Undo parts of HImage Rectifying: Undo parts of H

x’ = H xx’ = H x where  where  H = HH = HS S HHA A HHPP

GOAL: GOAL: Put world plane x’ into view planePut world plane x’ into view plane
–– AffineAffine Rect.;Rect.; (find only (find only HHPP (2DOF)); (2DOF)); 
–– Similarity Rect.;Similarity Rect.; (find only (find only HHA A HHP P (6DOF));(6DOF));
–– Full Rect.;Full Rect.; (find all of (find all of HH (8DOF));(8DOF));

METHODS:METHODS: (mix & match?)(mix & match?)
1.1. Full: 4Full: 4--point correspondence point correspondence 
2.2. ‘Vanishing Point’, Infinity line methods‘Vanishing Point’, Infinity line methods
3.3. Conics and circular pointsConics and circular points

Other DOF? make Other DOF? make 
assumptions, or ignoreassumptions, or ignore
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VanishingVanishing--Point Methods: 1Point Methods: 1
–– In 2D image, find two pairs of lines In 2D image, find two pairs of lines 

that are parallel in ‘world’ space.   that are parallel in ‘world’ space.   

world space world space 2D image 2D image 

HH

VanishingVanishing--Point Methods: 1Point Methods: 1
–– Find intersection (vanishing points) p1, p2Find intersection (vanishing points) p1, p2

(compute line intersections with 3D cross(compute line intersections with 3D cross--products (see last lecture)products (see last lecture)

–– Horizon line Horizon line IIhh connects p1, p2.connects p1, p2.

world space world space 2D image 2D image 

p1p1 p2p2

HH

IIhh

VanishingVanishing--Point Methods: 1Point Methods: 1
–– HH--TT transforms world infinity linetransforms world infinity line ll∞∞ ≡≡ (0,0,1)(0,0,1)TT to to IIhh

–– Answer (see book) Answer (see book) copy the copy the llhh coordinates!coordinates!

HHpp ==

world space world space 2D image 2D image 

p1p1 p2p2

HH

IIhh

11 0     00     0
0     1     0 0     1     0 
llh1h1 llh2 h2 llh3h3
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VanishingVanishing--Point Methods: 1Point Methods: 1
Limitations:Limitations:

–– Accurate point, lineAccurate point, line--finding can be trickyfinding can be tricky
–– Can have high error sensitivity: ‘twitchy’Can have high error sensitivity: ‘twitchy’
–– Only rectifies HOnly rectifies Hpp–– what if Hwhat if HAA, H, HSS needed?needed?

world space world space 2D image 2D image 

p1p1 p2p2

HH

IIhh

VanishingVanishing--Point Methods: 2Point Methods: 2
No parallel lines? No parallel lines? 

–– find 2D image line with a known distance ratiofind 2D image line with a known distance ratio
–– Use CrossUse Cross--Ratio (in Ratio (in PP11 along that line) to along that line) to 
–– Find vanishing point distance at point d’Find vanishing point distance at point d’

world space world space 2D image 2D image 

p1p1 p2p2

HH

IIhh

aa bb cc
a’a’

b’b’

c’c’

d’d’

dd
(at infinity)(at infinity)

Conic MethodsConic Methods

•• BetterBetter--behaved, easier to use(?)behaved, easier to use(?)

•• DeterminesDetermines HHA A HHP P (4DOF) (4DOF) (all but 2D trans, rot, scale)(all but 2D trans, rot, scale)

Go back and review conics first Go back and review conics first (pg.8)(pg.8)
–– ‘Conics’‘Conics’ == intersection of cone & plane:== intersection of cone & plane:
–– Many possible shapes:Many possible shapes:

circles, ellipses, parabola, hyperbola, circles, ellipses, parabola, hyperbola, 
degenerates (lines & pointsdegenerates (lines & points
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Conic MethodsConic Methods
–– Equation of any/all conics solve a 2D quadratic:  Equation of any/all conics solve a 2D quadratic:  

aaxx22 + + bbxyxy + c+ cyy22 ++ddxx ++eeyy +f = 0+f = 0
–– Write in homogeneous coordinates:Write in homogeneous coordinates:

xxTTCxCx = 0= 0
–– C is symmetric, 5DOF (because C is symmetric, 5DOF (because xx33 scaling)scaling)
–– Find any Find any CC from 5 homogeneous pointsfrom 5 homogeneous points

(solve for null space(solve for null space——see book pg 9)see book pg 9)

aa b/2   d/2 b/2   d/2 
b/2 b/2 c     e/2 c     e/2 
d/2   e/2d/2   e/2 f f 

xx11
xx22
xx33

= 0 = 0 xx11 xx22 xx33

a ‘Point Conic’a ‘Point Conic’

Conic MethodsConic Methods
–– Matrix C makes conics from points:   Matrix C makes conics from points:   

xxTTCxCx = 0= 0 CC is a is a ‘point conic’‘point conic’

–– Given a point Given a point xx on a conic curve, the on a conic curve, the 
homoghomog. tangent line . tangent line ll is given by   is given by   l = C xl = C x

–– Matrix C* makes conics from lines:Matrix C* makes conics from lines:
llTTCC*l = 0*l = 0 C*C* is a ‘is a ‘Dual Conic’Dual Conic’

defined by tangent linesdefined by tangent lines ll instead of points.instead of points.

Conic MethodsConic Methods
–– If  If  C C is nonis non--singular (rank 3), then singular (rank 3), then C* = CC* = C--11

–– If If C C (or (or C*C*) has…) has…
Rank 3: it is an ellipse, circle, Rank 3: it is an ellipse, circle, parabparab., ., hyperbhyperb..
Rank 2: it is a pair of lines (forms an ‘x’)Rank 2: it is a pair of lines (forms an ‘x’)

–– Projective transform of a conic Projective transform of a conic CC is conic is conic C’C’::
C’ = HC’ = H--T T C HC H--11
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ENDEND

VanishingVanishing--Point Methods: 1Point Methods: 1
–– In 2D image, find two pairs of lines In 2D image, find two pairs of lines 

that are parallel in ‘world’ space.   that are parallel in ‘world’ space.   
–– Find intersection (vanishing points) p1, p2Find intersection (vanishing points) p1, p2
–– Horizon line connects p1’, p2’ Horizon line connects p1’, p2’ 
–– HH--TT transforms worldtransforms world ll∞∞ ≡≡ (0,0,1)(0,0,1)T  T  to horizonto horizon

world space world space 2D image 2D image 

p1p1 p2p2

HH

The bits and pieces of The bits and pieces of HH
HH has 8 independent variables (DOF)has 8 independent variables (DOF)
•• Decomposable into 3 useful parts: Decomposable into 3 useful parts: (pg 22)(pg 22)

HHSS HHA A HHP  P  ==

•• Similarity Similarity HHSS: : 
•• 2D translate, rotate, uniform scale only (4DOF)2D translate, rotate, uniform scale only (4DOF)

•• AffineAffine HHAA: : 
•• nonnon--uniform scale (2DOF)uniform scale (2DOF)

•• Similarity Similarity HHPP::
•• Projective coupling for xProjective coupling for x3 3 (2DOF)(2DOF)

s s εε coscosθθ --s sins sinθθ ttxx
s s εε sinsinθθ s s coscosθθ ttyy

0         0         10         0         1

1    01    0 00
0    1    00    1    0
v1 v2v1 v2 vv

k1  k2k1  k2 00
k2  k3k2  k3
0     00     0 11
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VanishingVanishing--point Methodspoint Methods
–– In 2D image, find two pairs of parallel lines.   In 2D image, find two pairs of parallel lines.   
–– Find intersection (vanishing points) p1, p2Find intersection (vanishing points) p1, p2
–– HH transforms them to ‘ideal’ points’ p1’,p2’transforms them to ‘ideal’ points’ p1’,p2’

p1’p1’ == H H p1p1 = = (x1(x111, x1, x122, 0), 0)TT ,  ,  p2’p2’ == HHp2p2 = = (x2(x211, x2, x222, 0), 0)TT

–– Horizon line connects p1’, p2’Horizon line connects p1’, p2’

world space world space view spaceview space

p1p1 p2p2

Projective Transform Projective Transform HH

xx11
xx22
xx33

hh11 11 hh1212 hh1313
hh2121 hh2222 hh2121
hh3131 hh32 32 hh3333

= = 
x’x’11
x’x’22
x’x’33

H x’ = xH x’ = x

Finding H from point pairs Finding H from point pairs (correspondences)(correspondences)

•• We know that We know that Hx’ Hx’ = x= x, and , and 
•• we know at least 4 point pairs we know at least 4 point pairs 

x’ x’ and and xx that satisfy it:that satisfy it:
•• ATTEMPT 1:ATTEMPT 1:

‘plug & chug’ make a matrix ‘plug & chug’ make a matrix 
of of xx and and x’x’ values…values…

HH = = x’x’11 x’x’22 x’x’33 x’x’44 xx11 xx22 xx33 xx44

Projective Transform: Projective Transform: Hx Hx = x’= x’

xx11
xx22
xx33

hh11 11 hh1212 hh1313
hh2121 hh2222 hh2121
hh3131 hh32 32 hh3333

= = 
x’x’11
x’x’22
x’x’33

Finding H from point pairs Finding H from point pairs (correspondences)(correspondences)

HH = = x’x’11 x’x’22 x’x’33 x’x’44 xx11 xx22 xx33 xx44

xx11hh11 11 xx22hh1212 xx33hh1313
xx11hh3131 xx22hh32 32 xx33 hh3333 x’ = x’ = 

y’ y’ 

xx11hh11 11 xx22hh1212 xx33hh1313
xx11hh2121 xx22hh2222 xx33hh2121
xx11hh3131 xx22hh32 32 xx33 hh3333

xx11hh2121 xx22hh2222 xx33hh2121
xx11hh3131 xx22hh32 32 xx33 hh3333

y’y’

= = 
xx
yy
1  1  

Input (or output) Input (or output) 
image is on image is on 
central planecentral plane

xx11
xx22
xx33
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Projective Transform Projective Transform HH

xx11
xx22
xx33

hh11 11 hh1212 hh1313
hh2121 hh2222 hh2121
hh3131 hh32 32 hh3333

= = 
x’x’11
x’x’22
x’x’33

H x’ = xH x’ = x

Finding H from point pairs Finding H from point pairs (correspondences)(correspondences)

•• We know that We know that Hx’ Hx’ = x= x, and , and 
•• we know at least 4 point pairs we know at least 4 point pairs 

x’ x’ and and xx that satisfy it:that satisfy it:
•• ATTEMPT 1:ATTEMPT 1:

‘plug & chug’ make a matrix ‘plug & chug’ make a matrix 
of of xx and and x’x’ values…values…

HH = = x’x’11 x’x’22 x’x’33 x’x’44 xx11 xx22 xx33 xx44

UNKNOWN!UNKNOWN!

2D Projective Transform2D Projective Transform
View Interpolation (‘Projective Transform’)View Interpolation (‘Projective Transform’)

–– 2D image 2D image (x,y)(x,y) homoghomog. . coords coords [x,y,1][x,y,1]TT = x = x 
–– Transform by 3x3 matrix Transform by 3x3 matrix H   x’ = H   x’ = Hx  Hx  
–– homoghomog. . coordscoords x’ =x’ = [x’,y’,1][x’,y’,1]TT 2D image 2D image (x’,y’)(x’,y’)

(0,
0,1

)

(0,
0,1

) ‘Image Plane’‘Image Plane’
(x,y,1)(x,y,1)

(0,0,0)(0,0,0)

x`x`

xx

x1
x2
x3

h11 h12 h13
h21 h22 h21
h31 h32 h33

= 
x’1
x’2
x’3

H x’ = xH x’ = x

H matrix: PlaneH matrix: Plane--toto--Plane mappingPlane mapping

Find H matrix that willFind H matrix that will
move screen pointsmove screen points
from from (x’,y’)(x’,y’) to to (x,y)(x,y)

(CAREFUL! we don’t know (CAREFUL! we don’t know 
xx11, x, x22, x, x3 3 or or xx11’, x’, x22’, x’, x33’’ !)!)

Projective Transform Projective Transform HH

aa11
aa22
aa33

hh11 11 hh1212 hh1313
hh2121 hh2222 hh2121
hh3131 hh32 32 hh3333

= = 
x’x’11
x’x’22
x’x’33

H x’ = xH x’ = x

x’ = xx’ = x11’/x’/x33’’
y’ = xy’ = x22’/x’/x33’’

(0,
0,1

)

(0,
0,1

) ‘Image Plane’‘Image Plane’
(x,y,1)(x,y,1)

(0,0,0)(0,0,0)

bb

aa

bb
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H matrix: PlaneH matrix: Plane--toto--Plane mappingPlane mapping

Find H matrix that willFind H matrix that will
move screen pointsmove screen points
from from (x’,y’)(x’,y’) to to (x,y)(x,y)

(CAREFUL! we don’t know (CAREFUL! we don’t know 
xx11, x, x22, x, x3 3 or or xx11’, x’, x22’, x’, x33’’ !)!)

Projective Transform Projective Transform HH

aa11
aa22
aa33

hh11 11 hh1212 hh1313
hh2121 hh2222 hh2121
hh3131 hh32 32 hh3333

= = 
x’x’11
x’x’22
x’x’33

H x’ = xH x’ = x

x’ = xx’ = x11’/x’/x33’’
y’ = xy’ = x22’/x’/x33’’

(0,
0,1

)

(0,
0,1

) ‘Image Plane’‘Image Plane’
(x,y,1)(x,y,1)

(0,0,0)(0,0,0)

bb

aa

bb

•• Every Every xyxy point describes a point describes a 3D ray 3D ray in in (x(x11,x,x22,x,x33))
•• ‘Phantom’ dimension x‘Phantom’ dimension x3 3 is the ‘zis the ‘z--buffer’ valuebuffer’ value
•• Homogeneous Homogeneous coordscoords allows translation matrix:allows translation matrix:

BUTBUT a a 3x33x3 transform in transform in (x,y,z)(x,y,z) can’t do translationcan’t do translation

Useful 3D Graphics IdeasUseful 3D Graphics Ideas

(0,
0,1

)

(0,
0,1

)

(x(xmaxmax, , --yymaxmax, 1), 1)

An ‘Ideal Point’ at (0,0,0)An ‘Ideal Point’ at (0,0,0)
CCenter enter oof f PProjectionrojection x x 

y  =y  =
1 1 

0  0  30  0  3
0  0  50  0  5
0  0  10  0  1

x+3 x+3 
y+5y+5
1 1 

‘Central Image Plane’ ‘Central Image Plane’ 
(x,y,1)(x,y,1)

Projective TransformProjective Transform

xx33

xx22

xx22

xx

yy

x’x’

y’y’


